
UPCOMING DATES

Monday 16th - Friday 20th August 
Science Week 

Children's House and Wattle
Parent/Teacher Interviews 

Tuesday 17th August 
Years 3 - 12 Parent/Teacher

Interviews Evening 
Wednesday 18th August 

Year 7 Immunisations 
Thursday 19th August 

Children's House Science Alive
Incursion 

Friday 20th August 
Treetops Science Fair 
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and meaningful appreciation of local Aboriginal culture. One way of meeting our objectives
is to have what is planned to be a walk-through Noongar garden. To this end, Treetops
applied for and was successful in attracting a PALS Grant in support of our project. 

Partnership between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people based on trust, mutual respect
and understanding; 
Acceptance of and respect for diversity and valuing Aboriginal perspectives; 
Learning more about each other, Aboriginal histories, languages and cultures; and how we
can build strong partnerships with Aboriginal people; 
Sharing a common journey towards healing and reconciliation. 

We will be creating six garden beds located across campus. Each of the beds will
represent one of the Noongar seasons: 

Birak (December - January) 
The Noongar Season ‘Birak’ is represented by the colour red, symbolising heat, sun, and
fire. During Birak season, rain eases and the warm weather starts to take hold. 

Bunuru (February - March) 
The Noongar Season ‘Bunuru’ is represented by the colour orange and is the hottest time
of the year. Hot easterly winds continue with a cooling sea breeze most afternoons and
there is very little rain. 

Djeran (April – May) 
The Noongar Season ‘Djeran' is represented by the colour green as it is the time of the
year where the cooler weather begins. A key indicator of the change of season is the cool
nights that bring a dew in the early mornings. 

Makuru (June - July) 
The Noongar Season ‘Makuru’ is represented by the colour dark blue as it symbolises rain
and cold weather. Makuru is the coldest and wettest time of the year in the South-West.
Traditionally, this is a time of the year to move back inland from the coast. It rains and
occasionally snows on the peaks of the Stirling and Porongurup Ranges. 

Djilba (August – September) 
The Noongar Season ‘Djilba' is represented by the colour pink as it symbolises growth of
wildflowers and plants. This is the start of the massive flowering explosion that happens in
the South-West. 

Kambarang (October – November) 
The Noongar Season ‘Kambarang' is represented by the colour yellow as it symbolises the
return of the hot weather. During Kambarang we see an abundance of colours and flowers
exploding all around us. 

We will keep you updated as this project progresses, and I would like to commend Natalie
Boyd-Ratcliff (our Wattle teacher) for her inspiration and leadership of this project. 

Stuart Harris

From the Principal
 

Treetops celebrates the six seasons of the Noongar calendar 

As a part of our 2024 strategic planning goals, Treetops is seeking to develop an ongoing



 

Children's House
Play versus work in a Montessori classroom.

A recent paper I read, by Dr Joan Goodman, examined playful learning and Montessori
education.  It found that the two have much in common; both have an overarching
structure, free choice, peer interaction, materials specific to the developmental stage and a
lack of extrinsic rewards.  What we refer to as ‘work’ in Montessori classrooms feels like
‘play’ to children. In fact, it might even feel better than pretend play, because the children
get to use real tools and materials and feel a sense of accomplishment afterwards.

When educators advocate for play in early childhood education, they are fighting against
the adult-centred, direct instruction found in conventional schools – and with good reason.
Forcing children to sit and listen to adults for long periods is not developmentally
appropriate. 

Second, play is about freedom, while work is about constraint, obliging us to "discipline our
behavior, follow rules, do what the conventional standard demands". But Dr Goodman
reminds us that children often create rules for their own play activities, as they prefer a
sense of order.



Third, play is about process while work is focused on outcome. But this distinction is also
erroneous. Play, like work, has an endpoint, and children often evaluate their own products
of play.



Finally, play is considered to be intrinsically motivated and self-chosen, whereas work is
extrinsically motivated and imposed upon us by some outside authority. This means “the
very same activity . . . can be play or work,” depending upon whether or not the child is
obliged to do it.  In a Montessori context, this means that in the prepared environment, i.e.
the classroom, play comes to be defined by its opposite – work!



Other unique qualities of a Montessori classroom are:

Each child is valued as a unique individual. Montessori education recognises that
children learn in different ways, and accommodates all learning styles. Students are
free to learn at their own pace, each advancing as they are ready, guided by the
teacher and an individualised learning plan.

Beginning at an early age, Montessori nurtures order, concentration, and
independence. Intentional classroom design, materials, and daily routines support
the students' emerging ‘self-regulation’.

Students are part of a close, caring community. The multi-age classroom —
typically spanning 3 years — re-creates a family structure. Older students enjoy
stature as mentors and role models; younger children feel supported and gain
confidence about the challenges ahead. Teachers model respect, kindness, and
peaceful conflict resolution.

Montessori students enjoy freedom within limits. Working within parameters set
by their teachers and the classroom community, students are active participants in
deciding what their focus of learning will be. 

Self-correction and self-assessment are an integral part of the Montessori
classroom approach. As they mature, students learn to look critically at their work,
and become adept at recognising, correcting, and learning from their errors.

Montessori supports social-emotional skills. Children from Montessori
classrooms demonstrate stronger social-emotional skills in many areas than children
in more traditional environments.

Anene Lamb



 

Karri
The Karri students have been very hard at work getting their circuit models ready to display
in the Science/STEM Fair in less than three weeks time! In teams, the students have
applied their knowledge of electrical energy and circuitry from last term, to plan, design,
and build their own models which feature a working electrical circuit. Some projects
include: a boat with a working propeller, a self-rotating Ferris wheel, and a 4-D maze!
 Their ideas have been very creative, and with a bit of ingenuity and a lot of hot glue, they
will be ready to showcase and test during Science week. We look forward to seeing you
there and showing you what the students have managed to construct.



In Health, the Karri students have been focusing on cyber-safety. They have developed
their own personal set of rules to guide online behaviour and the safe use of digital
technology. It was great to have Constable Care visit last week and perform a show for us
called ‘Trending’.  This gave students very real examples of the do’s and don’t's of internet
use. The students were really engaged and contributed clear, considered answers to the
presenter’s questions. Well done to those students who volunteered to jump up on stage
and improvise some scenarios with the actors! 

Katie Simpson





Art  

The Junior and Youth Art Exhibitions at the Darlington Arts Festival are planned to
go ahead this year. In Term 3, students will be creating their work they may choose to
submit. 

In the Junior Art Exhibition, for Primary students, the theme this year is Heroes. Students
will be able to select an art-form to best explore their ideas based on this theme, including
drawing, painting, sculpture and collage. Students may only submit one piece of work, so if
they make one at home they want to submit, please discuss this with the Art teacher to
prevent a double entry.

Secondary students will all be encouraged to submit their works to the Youth Art Exhibition.
Jarrah students are studying Dada and Surrealism, and are making artwork inspired by
these historical art movements.



Wandoo students are studying Political Art, and are creating artworks in response to social
issues they find significant at the moment.

Tuart students are continuing to produce excellent work. Emily’s drawings and paintings,
demonstrating her passion for horses, are currently on display in the School Office. 

Peter Zylstra



 

Humanities and Social Sciences 

Over the holidays, Wandoo were tasked with recreating a WWI soldier’s footlocker, along
with answering some reflective questions for their assessment. Many of them were able to
recognise the physical, psychological, and emotional state of many of these soldiers, and
they came back from the holidays with some amazing shoe-box footlockers! (Some even
had layers that could be pulled out!) 

Kasey Hayman



VacSwim - Enrolments Now Open

Primary school  
Enrolments are now open for VacSwim swimming lessons during the October and summer 
school holidays. VacSwim offers fun lessons at beach or pool locations. They are a great 
school holiday activity and they teach valuable safety skills to help keep your child safe in 
the water. 
Enrol at education.wa.edu.au/vacswim 

Secondary school  
If your child is over 13 years old, you can enrol them in VacSwim so they can get their 
Bronze Medallion during the October and summer school holidays. They’ll learn advanced 
survival, rescue and resuscitation skills to help keep them and others safe in the water. 
Enrol now at education.wa.edu.au/vacswim

https://treetops.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8229af4e60f808414f9a3db68&id=39228d5140&e=1c63bb333a
https://treetops.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8229af4e60f808414f9a3db68&id=8dfb8a627c&e=1c63bb333a
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